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Can a ban on child labour be
self-enforcing?

Alessandro Cigno
University of Florence and GLO

Abstract

Basu and Van (1998) show that a ban on child labour may
be self-enforcing if, above the subsistence level, no amount of
consumption can compensate parents for the disutility of child
labour. We show that a partial ban may be self-enforcing, but a
total one never is, if education is available, and the disutility of
child labour can be compensated by the expected utility of future
consumption. If some of the work children do is not observable
by the government, a ban may be only apparently self-enforcing,
or actually counterproductive. If the government wants to re-
duce child labour and raise education to the e¢ cient level, it can
borrow from the international credit market to subsidize parents,
and tax their children�s future wages to pay the loan back with
interests.
Keywords: Child labour, education, self-enforcing ban, norms.
JEL: H31, J22, O12.

1 Introduction

A series of articles beginning with Basu and Van (1998) argue that, if an
economy has a multiplicity of equilibria,1 some with and some without
child labour, a ban on the latter may be self-enforcing in the sense that,
once an equilibrium without child labour is established, parents have no
incentive to depart from it.2 That is a valuable result, because it implies
that a major obstacle to human and economic development can be erad-
icated without any need for coercion. However, the assumptions under

1See, on this, Basu (2002).
2The general idea, more fully developed in Basu (2002, 2011), is that, if more

than one equilibrium exists, it may be possible to nudge the economy towards the
socially more desirable one at (almost) no cost.
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which it was originally obtained are rather extreme. One is that there
are no opportunities for increasing a child�s future earnings by investing
in the child�s education. Another is that, at or above the subsistence
level, parents would rather see their children do nothing and consume the
subsistence minimum, than work even a little and consume more than
that minimum. The present paper investigates whether the proposition
in question remains true if education is an alternative to work, and the
disutility of child labour can be compensated by the expected utility of
future consumption.
Baland and Robinson (2000) show that child labour may be ine¢ -

ciently high even under conventional parental preferences, because chil-
dren cannot commit to paying back a loan. As pointed out in Cigno and
Rosati (2005), this implies not only that parents cannot make loans to
their children, but also that parents cannot borrow on their children�s
behalf. Therefore, only su¢ ciently rich parents can give their children
the e¢ cient amount of education. Dessy and Pallage (2001) show that
child labour may re�ect a lack of coordination between parents investing
in their children�s education, and employers investing in skill-intensive
technologies. Pouliot (2006) shows that child labour may be ine¢ ciently
high because the return to education is uncertain, and parents are risk
averse.
We start by pointing out that a partial or total ban on child labour

is self-enforcing under Basu-Van assumptions only if the demand for
labour function is su¢ ciently inelastic for the adult wage rate to jump
from below to above the level which would allow all family members
to survive without the children�s work. We then go on to show that, if
education is an alternative to work, and parental preferences are such
that the disutility of child labour can be compensated by the expected
utility of future consumption, a partial ban may nudge the market from
an equilibrium with more, to one with less child labour, but a total ban
is never self-enforcing. If some of the work children do is not observable
by the government because it takes place within the family, a ban may
be apparently self-enforcing in the sense that children will not work in
the market, but will do so within their families. In some cases, a ban
may be actually counterproductive in the sense that it induces children
to work more within their families than they would have done in the
market.
As an alternative to imposing a partial or total ban on child labour,

the government can borrow from the international credit market, use
the loan to subsidize parents, and tax their children�s future wages to
pay the loan back with interests. In other words, the government can do
what parents cannot, namely borrow on the children�s behalf. We show
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that this would reduce child labour in all its forms, and raise education
to the e¢ cient level.

2 The original model

We start by outlining the basic model in Basu and Van (1998) with some
minimal and unin�uential changes that will make it easier to extend.
There is a large number of identical �rms demanding labour, and an
equally large number of identical families supplying it. This allows us
to reason in terms of a representative family, and a representative �rm.
Firm owners are neither workers, nor parents of potential workers, so
that their pro�ts do not end up in the workers�pockets. Adult labour,
denoted by La, and child labour, denoted by Lc, are perfect substitutes
in the production of the numeraire good at the constant rate . We may
thus conduct the analysis in terms of a single market for adult-equivalent
labour,

L = La + Lc, 0 <  < 1 ,

instead of two interrelated ones.
The representative �rm maximizes its pro�t

P = F (La + Lc)� wLa � wcLc; (1)

where w is the adult wage rate, wc the child wage rate, and F (:) the
production function, increasing and concave. From the �rst-order con-
ditions for an interior solution, we �nd

F 0(L) = w (2)

and
wc = w:

The representative family is composed by the parental couple, and
n school-age children. Each adult is endowed with one unit of time,
and each child with  units of adult-equivalent time, so that the family
supplies L = 2+ n units of adult-equivalent labour if everybody works
full time, L = 2 if only the parents do. There are two critical values
of w. One, denoted by w, is de�ned as the minimum wage rate that
would allow the entire family to barely survive if the parents worked full
time, and the children did not work at all. The other, denoted by w,
is de�ned as the minimum wage rate that would allow the entire family
to barely survive if all family members, children included, worked full
time.3 Clearly,

2w = (2 + n)w

3The original authors do not actually mention w, but it matters.
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is the subsistence level of family consumption.
Decisions are taken by parents. Their preferences are such, that the

family will supply L = 2 units of adult labour if w is at least equal
to w,.L = 2 + n units of adult-equivalent labour if w is less than w.
It is thus implicitly assumed that, at or above w, no amount of the
consumption good can compensate the parents for even a very small
amount of the child labour bad. Below w, child labour is not a bad.
Given such preferences, it is not possible to draw indi¤erence curves,4

and no utility function exists. In Fig. 1, the labour supply schedule is
represented by the broken SS curve. Below w, there is no labour supply,
because there are no workers. The value of n is not irrelevant. Even
though a child cannot do as much work as an adult ( < 1), if n is 5
or 6, the e¤ective labour force can be two or three times as large as the
number of adults. Therefore, taking all the children out of the labour
market could have a strong e¤ect on the equilibrium wage rate.
If the demand schedule satisfying (2) is represented by the DD line,5

the market has two possible equilibria, one at point A, where the wage
rate is wA1 , higher than w, and children do not work, the other at point
C, where the wage rate is wC1 , lower than w, and children work full
time. If the equilibrium happened to be initially at point C, and child
labour were banned, the only possible equilibrium left would be A. At
that point, �rms would have an interest in o¤ering to employ children
at a wage rate lower than wA1 , but parents would reject the o¤er. The
Basu-Van result thus applies. If the demand line were DD�, however,
the only possible equilibrium would be C 0, in which case a child labour
ban would cause starvation. If the demand line were DD�, there would
be no point in banning child labour, because there would be none. For
the result of interest to apply, the labour demand function (hence, the
production technology) must be such, that

w � F 0 (2 + n) < w � F 0 (2) : (3)

That is rather restrictive. Even a moderately elastic demand for labour
function would in fact make a ban not self-enforcing. A su¢ ciently
elastic one would make it either unenforceable, or irrelevant.

4Above the subsistence level of family consumption, parental preferences are lex-
icographic.

5Having assumed an equal number of families and �rms, the quantity of labour
demanded, and the quantity of labour supplied by the market are divided by that
number.
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3 An alternative formulation

Let us now examine a relatively more conventional setting, where chil-
dren have access to education, and education raises the expected wage
rate. For simplicity, we make the "equivalence-scale" assumption that
the children�s consumption is proportional to the parents�. There are
two dates, indexed t = 1; 2. At date 1, there is a large number of �rms,
and an equally large number of families consisting of the parental cou-
ple (who do not live to date 2), and n school-age children (who will be
adults at date 2). The representative couple take decisions a¤ecting the
family�s date-1 consumption, denoted by c, and each of their children�s
date-2 income, denoted by y. The representative �rm maximizes(1).
The date-1 wage rate, denoted by w1, is known with certainty before

parents take decisions. If parents invest in their children�s education,
the latter�s date-2 wage rate, denoted by w2, will be equal to wS with
probability � (e), or to wU < wS with probability 1 � � (e), where e is
the amount of adult-equivalent time that the child spends in education
at date 1. The probability function � (:) is increasing and concave, with
� (0) = 0. Given that, for e = 0, w2 = wU with certainty, we refer to wU

as the unskilled, and wS as the skilled wage rate. A child�s education has
an opportunity-cost w1e, proportional to e, and an out-of-pocket cost p
including the tuition fee and the cost of didactic material. At each date,
each adult is endowed with one unit of time, and each child with  units
of adult-equivalent time. At date 1, the family supplies 2 units of adult
labour, and

( � e)n � 0 (4)

units of adult-equivalent labour.
Let s denote the amount saved by the parents at date 1 for each of

their n children. As explained in Sec. 1, , so that, at date 2,

y = w2 + rs; (5)

where r is the interest factor practiced to families. As explained in Sec.
1, s cannot be negative, because parents cannot commit their children
to honour a debt incurred on their behalf,

ns � 0: (6)

Using (5), we represent parental preferences by the expected utility func-
tion

EU = u1 (c) + n
�
� (e)u2

�
wS + rs

�
+ [1� � (e)]u2

�
wU + rs

�	
; (7)
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where ut (:) is increasing and concave (implying risk aversion),6 with
u0t (2w) =1.
If the parents intend to send their children to school, they will pay

np, and choose (c; e; s) so as to maximize (7) subject to (4) and (6),7

and to the date-1 budget constraint

c+ n (p+ s) = w1 [2 + n ( � e)] : (8)

Otherwise, they will not pay np. Then, e is zero, w2 will be wU for
certain, and (7) reduces to

U = u1 (c) + nu2
�
wU + rs

�
: (9)

The constraints are now (6), and (8) with e = p = 0.
The maximized value of (7) subject to (4), (6) and (8), denoted by

v (w1; p), is an increasing function of w1, and a decreasing function of p.
That of (9) subject to (6) and (8), denoted by z (w1), is an increasing
function of w1 alone. Given that, as w1 increases, the value of v (w1; p)
starts from a lower level, but rises faster than that of z (w1), there exists
a threshold value of w1, de�ned by

v ( ew; p) = z ( ew) ;
such that parents will enroll their children at school if and only if

w1 � ew: (10)

Below ew, children work full time. At or above ew, children receive some
(not necessarily full-time) education.
We show in Appendix that, either s is positive and the Marginal Rate

of Substitution of c for y,

MRS :=
u01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)

� (e)u02 (w
S + rs) + [1� � (e)]u02 (wU + rs)

; (11)

is equated to r, or s is zero andMRS higher than r. The supply of labour
has an adult component equal to 2, and a child component dependent
on w1. For w � w1 < ew, child labour is equal to n. For w1 � ew, either
child labour is positive, in which case the expected Marginal Return to
Education,

MRE := �0 (e)
u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

�
u01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)

; (12)

6The function u1 (:) may di¤er from the function u2 (:) due to time-preference or
imperfect altruism.

7We do not need to impose a nonnegativity constraint on en because, having spent
np, the parents will choose e positive.
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is equated to w1, or child labour is zero, in which case MRE is greater
than w1. MRE is a decreasing function of e and s.
The labour market equilibrium is illustrated in Fig. 2. The vertical

axis measures w1 andMRE. The horizontal axis measures L from left to
right, and en from right to left. The demand for L is represented by the
DD line tracing the Marginal Product of this factor. This line is drawn
under the assumption that the demand for L satis�es (3), and thus that
a child labour ban would be self-enforcing under Basu-Van assumptions.
TheMR curve traces theMRE schedule under the assumption that (6)
is binding, and s consequently equal to zero. We assume, in other words,
that w1 cannot be so high that the representative couple will save, at
date 1, in order to make their children presents (leave them bequests) at
date 2. The couple would borrow on their children�s behalf if the latter
could be committed to honour the debt, but that is not possible. This
assumption is realistic in a developing country context, where wage rates
are low, and the vast majority of parents have no assets to peak of. As
MRE is a decreasing function of s, if (6) were relaxed, the MR curve
would shift upwards.
The market has two possible equilibria. One is again at point C,

where the wage rate is wC1 < ew and the children work full time (L =
2 + n). The other is at point B, where the wage rate, denoted by wB1 ,
is again greater than ew, but children now work some of the time (L =
LB < 2+n). If the equilibrium is initially at point C, the market can be
nudged towards B by a relatively mild measure like a temporary ceiling
on child labour equal to LB�2. Once the new equilibrium is established,
there will be no further need for a ceiling. By contrast, a total ban would
not be self-enforcing, because point A is not an equilibrium (the MRE
is lower than w). But, there is an e¢ cient alternative.
Suppose that the government borrows from international money mar-

ket at date 1, uses the money to subsidize parents, and taxes their chil-
dren at date 2 to pay the loan back with interests. That will shift the
curve representing the MRE schedule upwards. Given that the num-
ber of date-2 taxpayers is large, the date-2 tax base is determined with
certainty by the date-1 choice of e. Suppose that

� ()wS + [1� � ()]wU � r; (13)

so that it is e¢ cient for the children to study full time (e = ). If the
government chose s so that MRS = r for e = , the curve representing
the MRE schedule with the policy would cut the DD line at or above
point A, like the MR�curve shown in Fig. 2. Otherwise, if (13) is
not true, the e¢ cient e is smaller than . The curve representing the
MRE schedule if s is set at its e¢ cient level is then lower than the
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MR�curve, but still higher than the one which would represent the
MRE schedule if the parents borrowed (i.e., if they could commit their
children to honour the debts incurred on their behalf). That is because,
unlike the government, parents face uncertainty. Being risk-averse, they
would thus borrow, if they could, less than the e¢ cient amount.

4 Asymmetric information

Throughout the developing world, a large part of the work that children
do is done within the children�s own families,8 where it is not observable
by the government. Let f denote the amount of (adult-equivalent) time
that a child spends in this activity, so that the nonnegativity constraint
on the children�s supply of market labour must now be written as

( � e� f)n � 0: (14)

An analogous constraint applies to fn,

fn � 0: (15)

The date-1 budget constraint is now

c1 + (p+ s)n = w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (fn) ; (16)

where G (fn) is the income that the children produce by working within
the family, and G (:) is another production function, increasing and con-
cave like F (:). There is again a threshold value of w1, call it bw, such that
parents will enroll their children at school if and only if w1 � bw. Given
that the family has now an additional source of income, independent of
w1, bw will be no higher than ew.
If children are enrolled at school, the representative couple choose

e, f and s so as to maximize (7), subject to (6),(14), (15) and (16). If
children are not enrolled, e = p = 0, and (7) reduces to (??). We show
in Appendix that, as in the model without asymmetric information of
the last section, if s were positive, the Marginal Rate of Substitution of
c for y, now given by

MRS :=
u01 ([2 + ( � e� f)n]w1 +G (fn)� (p+ s)n)

� (e)u02 (w
S) + [1� � (e)]u02 (wU)

; (17)

would be equated to r. Otherwise, if s is zero, MRS will be greater
than r. Additionally, if children are enrolled at school, either they work

8See Cigno and Rosati (2005, Ch. 2).
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(part time, or there would be no point in enrolling), and the expected
Marginal Return to Education, now given by

MRE :=
�0 (e)

�
u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

��
u01 (w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (fn)� n (p+ s))

; (18)

is equated to the higher of w1 and G0 (fn), or they do not work at all,
and MRE is greater than both w1 and G0 (fn).
The introduction of a second form of child labour increases the num-

ber of equilibrium types. Some of them are illustrated in Fig. 3. The
horizontal axis measures market and family work from left to right, time
in education from right to left. The vertical axis measures the mar-
ginal return to the di¤erent time uses. The F 0 (L) schedule is again
represented by the DD line. The G0 (fn) schedule is represented by the
MP line. The latter is drawn under the assumption that the Marginal
Product of family work starts from a higher level, but falls faster than
the Marginal Product of market work (we discuss what happens if the
opposite is true). The MRE schedule is again represented by the MR
curve. The market has two possible equilibria. One is again at point C,
where the wage rate is wC1 , lower than bw, but higher than the Marginal
Product of family work. At this point, children work full time in the
market. The other is at B, where the Marginal Product of family work
is higher than the wage rate. At this equilibrium, children spend part of
their time working in the family, and the rest studying. The wage rate
is still wA1 .
A ban on child labour leaving B as the only possible equilibrium

would be only apparently self-enforcing, because children would go on
working. If we switch the DD and MP labels, so that the former is
now steeper than the latter, we �nd that, at point B, children spend
part of their time working in the market, and the rest studying. A ban
would then be actually counterproductive, because it would leave point
C, where the Marginal Product of family work is greater than MRE,
and children work within their families more than they would have done
in the market, as the only possible equilibrium. As in the model without
informational asymmetry, the e¢ cient alternative is for the government
to borrow on the international credit market, subsidize parents at date
1, and tax their children at date 2 to pay back the loan.

5 Discussion

We set out to investigate whether the proposition in Basu and Van
(1998), that a ban on child labour may be self-enforcing if, above the sub-
sistence level, no amount of current or future consumption can compen-
sate parents for the disutility of child labour, remains true if education
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is available, and the disutility of child labour can be compensated by the
expected utility of future wages. We found that a partial ban (a ceiling
higher than zero) may nudge the market from an equilibrium with more,
to one with less child labour, but a total ban is never self-enforcing. If
some of the work children do is not observable by the government be-
cause it takes place within the family, a ban may be only apparently
self-enforcing in the sense that it would induce children to work in their
families instead of the market. It may even be counterproductive in the
sense that the children would work more than without the ban.
As demonstrated by Baland and Robinson (2000), education may

be ine¢ ciently low, and child labour ine¢ ciently high, because children
cannot commit to pay back a loan. As demonstrated by Pouliot (2006),
education may be ine¢ ciently low also because, where parents are con-
cerned, education is a risky investment, and parents are risk-averse. We
have shown that, as the government faces no uncertainty, because the
number of taxpayers is large and the tax base consequently certain, and
can exact repayment in the form of a tax, an alternative to a partial
or total ban on child labour is for the government to borrow from the
international credit market, use the loan to subsidize parents, and tax
their children�s future wages to pay the loan back with interests. That
will reduce child labour, and raise education, to the e¢ cient level. This
policy gets round both the Baland-Robinson and the Pouliot problem.
There remains the problem, raised in Dessy and Pallage (2001), that the
Marginal Product of market labour may be lower than it would be if
�rms and families could coordinate their technological and educational
investments.
Cigno (1993, 2006) demonstrates the possible existence (in a three

overlapping generations framework) of a self-enforcing, renegotiation-
proof family norm, such that adults will transfer a speci�ed amount
of income to their elderly parents and young children.9 Such a norm
gets round the problem that children cannot commit to pay back a debt
incurred on their behalf, but not the problem that parents cannot borrow
on their children�s behalf, because the implicit credit parents acquire
towards their children by ful�lling their family obligations cannot be
legally passed on to a third party. The government does not face this
restriction, because it can claw back any subsidy it gives the parents by
taxing their children. Therefore, the government can e¤ectively do what
the parents cannot, borrow on the children�s behalf to pay for educational
investment. That is an instance where "specialized enforcement" (in the
case in point, by the government) in the sense of Acemoglu and Wolitzky

9Cigno et al. (2021) demostrate the persistence of such a rule in the face of mixed
marriages (unions of individuals with di¤erent characteristics).
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(2020) beats community (in the present case, family) enforcement.
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7 Appendix

7.1 All child labour is observable
If (10) holds, parents choose (e; s) so as to maximize the Lagrangian
expression obtained by substituting (8) into (7), and appending (4) and
(6),

E� = u1 (w1 [2 + n ( � e)]� n (p+ s))+n
�
� (e)u2

�
wS + rs

�
+ [1� � (e)]u2

�
wU + rs

�	
+� ( � e)n+�ns;

where � is the Lagrange-multiplier of (4), and � that of (6). The FOCs,

�nw1u01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� n (p+ s))+n�0 (e)
�
u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

��
��n = 0

(19)
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and

�nu01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)+nr
�
� (e)u02

�
wS + rs

�
+ [1� � (e)]u02

�
wU + rs

�	
+�n = 0;

(20)
may be re-written as

MRE � �

u01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)
= w1 (21)

and

MRS = r +
�

� (e)u02 (w
S + rs) + [1� � (e)]u02 (wU + rs)

: (22)

For complementary slackness, either an inequality constraint is binding
and its multiplier positive, or it is slack and its multiplier equal to zero.
Therefore, either ( � e)n > 0 and MRE = w1, or ( � e)n = 0 and
MRE > w1. By the same principle, either ns > 0 and MRS = r, or
ns = 0 and MRS > r.
The partial derivatives of MRE = H (e; s),

He = �
00 (e)

u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

�
u01 (w1 [2 + ( � e� f)n]� (p+ s)n)

+u001 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� n (p+ s))
�0 (e)

�
u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

��
fu01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)g

2

and

Hs = �
0 (e)

"
r

u02
�
wS + rs

�
� u02

�
wU + rs

�
u01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)

+ nu001 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)
u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

�
fu01 (w1 [2 + ( � e)n]� (p+ s)n)g

2

#
;

are both negative for concavity of � (:) and ut (:).
If (10) does not hold, p = e = 0. Parents then choose s so as to

maximize the Lagrangian expression obtained by substituting (??) into
(9), and appending (6),

� = u1 (w1 (2 + n)� ns) + nu2
�
wU + rs

�
+ �ns: (23)

The FOC,

�nu01 (w1 (2 + n)� ns) + nru02
�
wU + rs

�
+ �n = 0; (24)

may be re-written as

MRS = r +
�

u02 (w
U + rs)

: (25)

Hence, it remains true that either sn > 0 and MRS = r, or sn = 0 and
MRS > r.
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7.2 Not all child labour is observable
If children are enrolled at school, the representative couple choose e, f
and s so as to maximize the Lagrangean expression obtained by substi-
tuting (16) into (7), and appending (14), (6) and (15),

E� = u1 (w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (nf)� n (p+ s))+n
�
� (e)u2

�
wS + rs

�
+ [1� � (e)]u2

�
wU + rs

�	
+� ( � e� f)n+�ns+'fn;

(26)
where ' is the multiplier of (15). The FOCs are

�w1nu01 (w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (nf)� n (p+ s))+n�0 (e)
�
u2
�
wS + rs

�
� u2

�
wU + rs

�	
��n = 0;

(27)
[�w1 +G0 (nf)]nu01 (w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (nf)� n (p+ s))n+('� �)n = 0

(28)
and

�nu01 (w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (nf)� n (p+ s))+nr
�
� (e)u02

�
wS + rs

�
+ [1� � (e)]u02

�
wU + rs

�	
+�n = 0:

(29)
Conditions (27) and (29) may be re-written as

MRE = w1 +
�

u01 (w1 [2 + n ( � e� f)] +G (nf)� n (p+ s))
�

and

MRS = r +
�

� (e)u02 (w
S + rs) + [1� � (e)]u02 (wU + rs)

: (30)

For complementary slackness, therefore, in light of (27), either ( � e� f)n >
0 and MRE = w1, or ( � e� f)n = 0 and MRE > w1. Similarly, in
light of (29), either sn > 0 and MRS = r, or sn = 0 and MRS > r.
By the same principle, in light of (28), as either or both ( � e� f)n
and fn can be positive or zero, G0 (fn) may be greater than, equal to,
or smaller than w1.
If children are not enrolled at school, parents choose (f; s) so as to

maximize the Lagrangean expression obtained substituting (16) into (9),
and appending (14) ; (6) and (15) with p = e = 0,

� = u1 (w1 [2 + n ( � f)] +G (fn)� ns)+nu2
�
wU + rs

�
+� ( � f)n+�ns+'fn:

(31)
The FOCs are now

n [�w1 +G0 (fn)]u01 (w1 [2 + n ( � f)] +G (fn)� ns) + ('� �)n = 0
(32)

and

�nu01 (w1 [2 + n ( � f)] +G (fn)� ns) + nru02
�
wU + rs

�
+ �n = 0:

(33)
Except for the fact that e is held at zero, the solution has the same
properties as if children were enrolled at school.
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